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Abstract: In recent years, prevalent global societal issues related to fake news, fakery, misinformation,
and disinformation were brought to the fore, leading to the construction of descriptive labels such
as “post-truth” to refer to the supposedly new emerging era. Thereby, the (mis-)use of technologies
such as AI and VR has been argued to potentially fuel this new loss of “ground-truth”, for instance,
via the ethically relevant deepfakes phenomena and the creation of realistic fake worlds, presumably
undermining experiential veracity. Indeed, unethical and malicious actors could harness tools at the
intersection of AI and VR (AIVR) to craft what we call immersive falsehood, fake immersive reality
landscapes deliberately constructed for malicious ends. This short paper analyzes the ethically
relevant nature of the background against which such malicious designs in AIVR could exacerbate
the intentional proliferation of deceptions and falsities. We offer a reappraisal expounding that while
immersive falsehood could manipulate and severely jeopardize the inherently affective constructions
of social reality and considerably complicate falsification processes, humans may neither inhabit a
post-truth nor a post-falsification age. Finally, we provide incentives for future AIVR safety work,
ideally contributing to a future era of technology-augmented critical thinking.
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1. Motivation

In the last few years, the information ecosystem was permeated by falsehood-related concepts,
such as fake news [1], deepfakes [2], fake realities [3], and digital fakery [4], as well as more globally
fake science [5] and post-truths [6]. Regarding fakery and truth in extended reality (XR) settings and
thus by extension VR, Slater et al. [7] recently argued that: “Society is based on the premise that sensory
experiences give ground truth. XR at societal scales has the capacity to decouple sensory experience from ground
truth, potentially undermining some core elements of social fabric”. Moreover, it has been stated that the
deployment of AI deepfakes may foster the acquisition of false memories [8]. This could be conceivably
exacerbated within future extensions of technically already feasible “VR deepfakes” [9–11] by the
particular aptness of VR to facilitate durable memories [12]. While such issues would already play a role
regarding unintentional failure modes elicited by ethically aware actors in AIVR, recent research related
to the security and safety of AI [13–16] and VR [17–20] respectively emphasizes the need to additionally
consider the presence of unethical malicious actors. Thereby, to consider intentional malevolent design
in AIVR could offer a worst-case scenario analysis [21] that can shed more light on the extent of
potential consequences exhibited by the deployment of AIVR technology, but also by simpler cases in
AI and VR separately. For instance, when addressing defense methods against AI-generated fakery in
future immersive (VR) journalism contexts for disinformation purposes [22], one might gain insights
on how to tackle the exposition to non-immersive deepfake artefacts. Simultaneously, it might help to
foster the vulnerability awareness of VR users yielding cautionary attitudes towards manipulation.
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In this paper, we focus on immersive falsehood in AIVR [22], the deliberate construction of fake
immersive reality landscapes for malicious ends. Using this example, we contemplate the following
question: “Can malicious actors in AIVR exacerbate the presumed post-truth phenomenon via immersive
falsehood?”. Decisively, our answer to this question is that it is the wrong question to ask, for various
reasons that require to be elucidated. While throughout history, many “rational” traditions were
averse to affective motives and attempted to distance themselves from visceral and bodily elements,
modern affective science assumes that affect is an inseparable part of cognition and perception [23,24].
Moreover, VR settings are known for their profound affective impacts on users [25]. Hence, Section 2
first elaborates on the epistemological implications of affect as an intrinsic ingredient in human
cognition and perception—not only in VR. Extending beyond that, Section 3 explains why the term
“post-truth” may not serve as an accurate description of the current age. Moreover, VR has been
described to offer a rich counterfactual experiential testbed for ethics in technological contexts, such as
AI [26,27]. Building on this, Section 4 briefly discusses how future affective computing and virtual
reality methods could be harnessed for counterfactual and other measures that seek to allow an
understanding and debiasing of one’s own constructions as a response to immersive falsehood. Finally,
Section 5 concludes.

2. Nested Affective VR Worlds

Before addressing the previously mentioned question related to AIVR and “post-truth”, it might
be essential to first collate information on the nature of the human perception of reality from a
transdisciplinary perspective. As famously stated by Feynman [28]: “Science is a way of trying not to fool
yourself”. Against the background of post-truth claims, it seems important to first carefully deconstruct
the notion of “ground truth” in different, ethically relevant human contexts:

• Affective Realism and Social Reality: As stated by Barrett, “The human brain is anatomically
structured so that no decision or action can be free of interoception and affect” [29]. Thereby, interoception
and interoceptive predictions pertain to statistical regularities of the internal milieu of an organism
(related to the body) [30], while core affect is seen as a fundamental property of consciousness [31]
with especially valence (pleasant/unpleasant) and arousal (activated/deactivated) as crucial
components. To put it very simply, according to constructionist theories in psychology, all mental
states are based on constructions involving three basic elements [32]: exteroceptive sensory array
(related to sensory predictions and information sampled from external world), interoception,
and prior knowledge including past experience. The hereto linked circumstance that “affective
feelings (incidental or not) naturally infuse our perceptions and give us a sense of confidence that they are
valid windows onto the real world” [33] has been termed affective realism. Thereby, human perception
imposes cognitive-affective concepts on the world, often previously constructed in social reality
(abbreviated with SR in the following) and shared via language. In this sense, human perception
also exhibits a biologically shaped social nature, given that humans reciprocally regulate
the biological nervous systems of their social conspecifics1 [37,39,40,42] via interpersonal
physiological dynamics [35] that humans can even remotely bring about using language [29].
Generally, “human brains are transactive and cannot be considered outside the context of other human
brains” [37]. In our view, affective realism and the embodied nature of cognition are crucial
to further understanding, as it stresses that SR is of an embodied and perceiver-dependent
nature [43]—as are mental constructions like emotions [31], moral judgments [44], thoughts,
perceptions, and so on.

1 For instance, social groups reveal an attunement of physiological parameters [34,35], social relationships act as physiological
regulators [34,36], biobehavorial synchrony serves as scaffold for the maturation of infant brains facilitating social
development [37,38] and the metabolic costs and benefits of interpersonal physiological dynamics modulate social
interactions throughout a lifetime [39,40]. Hence, it is also no surprise that social isolation comes with the physiological
burden of less regulatory facilitations [29] and “lacking social connection qualifies as a risk factor for premature mortality” [41].
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• Theory-Ladenness: In science, it is important to separate perceiver-dependent from
perceiver-independent phenomena which directly pertain to the physical reality (abbreviated with
PhyR in the following) that diverse scientific areas attempt to understand. As emphasized by
Barrett, “all science relies on human concepts, and this is true for the astronomy as it is for the science of
emotion” [45]. For illustrative purposes, Barrett explains that while the existence of celestial bodies
in PhyR is perceiver-independent, the status of one celestial body being a planet is not (see the
reclassification of Pluto from planet to dwarf planet). In short, humans do not have direct access
to the hidden states in PhyR, but try to infer those. In this process, one needs to keep in mind
that all observations are theory-laden, which cautions scientists that since one actively samples
the environment to gather data, one’s prior socio-cultural context, hypotheses, and affective
predispositions inherently shape what we perceive as information and what as noise. To conclude,
even prior to AIVR, our perception of reality was never entirely objective, nor did we directly
have access to truth which could suddenly get lost by experiencing immersive falsehood. SR is as
real as socio-cultural conventions, such as language or money. While its embodied constructions
contain real physiological ingredients grounded in PhyR, one often tends to see more of what one
believes than vice versa [46,47].

• Nested VR Ground Truth: An important phenomenological aspect of human experience is its
virtual, perspectival, and egocentric nature [48,49] with a simultaneous grounding in PhyR linked
to cybernetic control [50]. It has been postulated that the human persona inhabits a virtual world
generated by the brain [48,50] and governed by affective dynamics to navigate the physical
environment anticipating bodily needs before they occur (this process has also been termed
allostasis [30,51]). More generally, waking time, imagination, and dreaming are all assumed to
be linked to a virtual reality experience (that we abbreviate as VRMind in the following) which is
generated by the brain for embodied control purposes [50]. In waking time, this virtual experience
is directly constrained by PhyR, while dreaming has been described as “virtual reality proper” [48]
due to the decoupling from external sensory stimulation and blockage of motor actuators (with the
exception of e.g., eye muscles). While awake and wearing technical VR headsets and being
immersed in a virtual world, a complex novel nested situation occurs, “a nested form of information
flow in which the biological mind and its technological niche influence each other in ways we are just
beginning to understand” [52]. In these scenarios, our VRMind experience is constrained by both the
artificially created VR world, and still partially always also PhyR (e.g., simply by having a body
and literally sitting, standing or walking during the setting). In short, even without using any VR
technology, the human experience of the world does not only reflect statistical regularities about
PhyR, but consists in goal-directed, embodied, affective, and theory-laden virtual constructions
of a perspectival and perceiver-dependent nature, such as those involved in SR. When using
VR, one adds an additional layer of sensory-motor and affective constraints, leading to a nested
composition. With social VR [53], a novel special case of SR constrained by VR arises and poses
new challenges.

3. Immersive Falsehood–Post-Truth, Post-Falsification or Other?

After having analyzed various relevant aspects related to the human perception of reality, one can
now re-examine the initial question on whether malicious actors in AIVR could exacerbate assumed
“post-truth” phenomena via immersive falsehood.

• Post-Truth? As advanced by Buffachi [6], the perception of a “post-truth” era may be linked to the
definition assigned to truth in the first place—especially when truth is associated with consensus,
which seems to be compromised in modern times. We agree with Buffachi to instead utilize
the word "truth" in a much more deflationary manner, namely, strictly for scientific endeavors.
In our view, consensus is a dominant factor in SR, and technologies such as AIVR may be able to
profoundly distort features of SR and certain democratic processes. However, when it comes to
PhyR, it is obvious that AIVR artefacts do not irreversibly destroy our capability to create refutable
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conjectures about PhyR. While one could believe that the loss of truth would be exacerbated
by AIVR because observations may become unreliable2, it is important to keep in mind that no
repetition of observations can ever provide an experimental logically valid justification for a
theory [55,56]. As Karl Popper explained, induction is logically invalid, and for instance, no amount
of observed white swans ever proves that all swans are white [55,58]. He pointed at the asymmetry
between falsifiability and verifiability [59], emphasizing falsifiability as one of the most important
criteria for scientific theories. While no amount of successful experiments can ever justify a theory,
that is, establish its truth, negative experiments can make the theory problematic. (Thereby,
note that as elaborated in the Duhem–Quine thesis [60], no experimental falsification attempt can
be considered as absolute and conclusive. Consequently, it is the case in practice that only multiple
contextualized failures and/or the presence of competitive alternatives contribute to consider
the theory as refuted. However, since justifications are logically invalid on principle [55,56,59],
this type of more complex, context-aware, sophisticated falsificationalism and criticism remains
the recommendable alternative.) In short, if one does neither equate truth with social consensus
nor scientific truth with justification via observations, immersive falsehood of the future lets
the existence of truth be untouched—even if not directly accessible. Hence, there is no reason to
assume that humans inhabit a post-truth era. However, this very asymmetry between falsifiability
and verifiability leads to a further complication addressed in the next point.

• Post-Falsification? In our view, a legitimate concern is the ability of malevolent actors in AIVR
to compromise material that could be utilized to falsify hypotheses in diverse contexts, such as
science, history, forensics, and journalism with political repercussions. As stated by Popper,
while coherence cannot attest truth, “inconsistency and incoherence do establish falsehood” [55].
Concerning historical and also forensic sources [61], it is important to analyze whether they exhibit
mutual or internal inconsistencies. In other scientific areas, falsification attempts can be more
easily repeated, but scientists often rely at least on the honesty of other entities publishing their
experimental results (i.e., that other scientists do not deliberately temper their results). For instance,
future immersive falsehood in the form of AI-manipulated VR news for disinformation [22],
but also defamation and extortion purposes, could distort historical and forensic records and
exacerbate issues in the information ecosystem. Malicious actors could craft future realistic
immersive experiences (e.g., of fake AI-generated confirmatory experiments and research [57]) to
undermine the scientific enterprise. With increasing degrees of realism, many scientists may not
stay immune against such strategies. At first sight, it might thus seem as if immersive falsehood
could compromise falsification (e.g., via future VR deepfakes [9,10]). Fake memories could be
specifically induced in users [22] that may turn out to be difficult to detect. However, as noted
under the last bullet point and known from the Duhem–Quine thesis, it is not the case that
falsification can be experimentally conclusively established in isolation (mainly due to inherent
background assumptions that always play a role). In this vein, it signifies that immersive falsehood
would predominantly complicate the falsification process by having the potential to lure humans
into wrong background assumptions and slowing down progress. However, while acknowledging
these significant impacts of immersive falsehood, this complication seems, however, to represent
a matter of degree, rather than a matter of kind, which is why we postulate that there is no reason to
assume the science-threatening scenario of a post-falsification era.

2 In fact, from a Bayesian empiricist point of view which links science to true beliefs and empirical justifications, deepfakes are
already assumed to represent epistemic threats [54] gradually emptying audiovisual samples of information. By contrast,
Popperian epistemology [55] sees science as an explanation-based and criticism-centered endeavor with falsifiability as decisive
criterium—which has been extended by Deutsch [56] who views science as the quest to identify invariant hard-to-vary
explanations of reality. On that view, deepfakes (and immersive falsehood) do not put truth at risk (see [57] for more details
including the safety-relevant urgency to thematize these fundamental Bayesian vs. Popperian epistemic divergences).
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4. Future Work

In the light of this complex and nuanced landscape related to the worst-case consequences of
immersive falsehood, future work could address transdisciplinary countermeasures. For instance,
while legal and technical strategies could proactively attempt to penalize, detect, and establish
accountability for immersive falsehood artefacts which might stay a controversial issue, one might
also need to anticipate the unavoidable proliferation of at least a part of those within the complex,
heterogeneous, and dense information ecosystem. Therefore, it may be of importance to additionally
develop reactive strategies addressing the issue on how individuals can retrospectively counter having
already experienced samples of immersive falsehood without their knowledge [22]. First, one may,
for instance, need to consciously entertain stronger doubts towards visceral and affective experiences.
For this purpose, real-time affective monitoring [62,63], such as during the consumption of immersive
journalism and VR news, could be investigated. By way of example, measurable physiological arousal
parameters [64–66] could be visually displayed to the user to encourage a critical stance towards
the experienced contents. Second, a type of counterfactual awareness training in VR may promote
critical scrutiny by exposing users to design fiction scenarios featuring a conjunction of immersive
news samples related to real events on the one hand, and fake ones based on plausible counterfactuals
on the other [22]. Third, users could experience immersive counterfactual scenarios, illustrating
the consequences of triggered doubts through AI-generated fakery in immersive or non-immersive
news settings, and the dangers of false memory uptake. In fact, the mere existence of deepfakes has
already led to doubts with lethal risk potentials, such as in the context of a failed military coup amidst
pre-existing political unrest in Gabon [67,68]. By making the vulnerability of humans to these sorts of
doubts and false memory constructions more palpable, user vigilance might consequently increase
in AIVR contexts. This could also be supported via tailored VR experiences successfully elicitating
mortality salience [69] (i.e., the awareness of one’s mortality), which can motivate safer attitudes and
behaviors [69–71]. VR could thus represent a suitable awareness-raising tool for future severe AI(VR)
safety risks, such as by facilitating valuable retrospective counterfactual analyses [72]. Fourth, a generic
recommendation that may already be applicable nowadays is to deliberately turn the confirmation
bias [73] automatically reinforced via AI-empowered social media [74] against itself [57]. For example,
one could create social media spaces (subsuming future social VR) that reinforce critical thinking,
life-long learning, and criticism [57], which could be deliberately fueled via artificial bots (or non-player
characters in VR), steering attention towards those patterns. Even if immersive falsehood would often
not be resolved quickly, (AI-aided) social peer pressure reinforcing critical thinking and a focus on
invariant good explanations could represent a necessarily incomplete, but principled defense.

5. Conclusions

In this short paper, we analyzed the extent to which malicious actors in AIVR could compromise
truth across diverse areas, from societal contexts to science. In the light of affective realism and the
perceiver-dependent nature of social reality, we deconstructed the nature of the term “ground truth”
often prematurely assigned to the human experiential world. In a nutshell, we concluded that on
a more strict deflationary account of truth linked to science and not consensus, we do not inhabit
a post-truth era. First, humans were never equipped with direct access to physical reality in the
first place. Second, the goal in science should, in any case, not consist in attempting to empirically
identify and justify truth, because neither positive evidence nor consensus ever establishes truth,
as put forth by Popper. Instead, the scientific method ideally heavily relies on falsifiability and
error correction. In a further step, we thus analyzed whether falsifiability could be irreversibly
endangered by immersive falsehood. Our analysis suggests that while the speed of falsification
procedures could be considerably slowed down (which could generate serious complications in a
broad range of domains including science, law enforcement, journalism, and politics), it would be
a matter of degree and not of kind. Generally, whatever level of deception and disinformation is
achieved by malicious actors, it does not per se eradicate the scientific method, and we likewise do
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not inhabit a post-falsification era. A general epistemic view on science compatible with this is to
conceive of it as an endless error-corrected quest for invariant hard-to-vary theoretical explanations
of reality, as advocated by Deutsch [56]—a quest which can obviously not be terminally disrupted
by slowed-down experimental falsification procedures. Last but not least, we proposed to defend
against and face immersive falsehood by utilizing AIVR safety tools offering a rich counterfactual
experiential testbed [22,26,75]. Ideally, these methods could contribute to what one could call a renewed
counterfactual era of technology-augmented critical thinking. In short, while immersive falsehood neither
terminally disrupts truth nor falsification, technology-augmented critical thinking (and concurrently,
a dynamic augmentation of creativity [76] to craft novel unpredictable requisite solutions) seems
indispensable in the light of various remaining severe socio-psycho-technological risks [22] that future
immersive falsehood could involve and reinforce. Conceivable future risk examples could range from
AI- [77] and VR-enabled [10] crimes to false memory constructions [7,8,22] over political unrest and
safety-critical polarization in social media [78] (subsuming future social VR).
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